Converting to RDA – from what?
An Exploration of RDA Training that
Does Not Assume Knowledge of AACR2

What training did you, your group, or your institution’s testers receive?
Please check as many as apply: 15 responses total
• LC Webcasts or LC PowerPoint sets -- 15
• Self-taught from RDA Toolkit -- 15
• Self-taught from LC documentation -- 15
• Hands-on training by local colleagues -- 1
• Classroom training, more than one day -- 1
• Library or information science school course -- 1
• RDA Webinars from ALA Publishing -- 13
• Distance learning other than LC or ALA webcasts and webinars – 3
Young, Jennifer B. “Results of the CRCC Informal RDA Testing Task Force.”

“This artice prepares catalogers for the new cataloging standard
Resource Description and Access (RDA) by giving trainers and Library and
Information Science (LIS) educators the information they need to plan
training for themselves and their staff or students. … [Discussion
concludes with] an overview of the structure of RDA as compared to the
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd ed. (AACR2). Examples of rule
changes and options …”
Hitchens, Alison and Ellen Symons. “Preparing Catalogers for RDA
Training.” Cataloging & Classification Quarterly, 47: 691-707. 2009
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In-house training material for the Johns Hopkins University, Milton S.
Eisenhower Library, Technical Services Department, November 12, 2010

Schiff, Adam. “Changes from AACR2 to RDA: a comparison of
examples.” PowerPoint Presentation at 2010 BC Library Association
Conference, revised May 2011

1. AACR2:

100 1# $a Winton, W. M. $q (Will McClain), $d b. 1885.
245 14 $a The geology of Denton County / $c by W.M. Winton.
260 ## $a Austin, Tex. : $b University of Texas, $c [1925].
300 ## $a 86, [21] p. : $b ill., 1 folded map ; $c 24 cm.
490 1# $a University of Texas bulletin ; $v no. 2544 (Nov. 22, 1925)
830 #0 $a University of Texas bulletin ; $v no. 2544.
1. RDA:

100 1# $a Winton, W. M. $q (Will McClain), $d 1885- , $e author
245 14 $a The geology of Denton County / $c by W.M. Winton.
260 ## $a Austin, Texas : $b University of Texas, $c [1925].
300 ## $a 86 pages, 21 unnumbered pages : $b illustrations, 1 folded map ; $c 24 cm.
336 ## $a text $2 rdacontent
337 ## $a unmediated $2 rdamedia
338 ## $a volume $2 rdacarrier
490 1# $a University of Texas bulletin ; $v no. 2544 (November 22, 1925)
830 #0 $a University of Texas bulletin ; $v no. 2544.

LC RDA examples: Books, July 3, 2010

Screenshot from LibraryThing.com

Screenshots from Amazon.com and Google Books

Maxwell, Robert. “FRBR as a Foundation for RDA.” ALCTS webinar given
15 December 2010.

Screenshots from iTunes.com

Further discussion:
- What databases do you use on a near-daily basis? Can you think of
other examples of how RDA guidelines might feel “natural” in our
contemporary environment?
- How would you explain the content, media, carrier types to a
friend? To a colleague?
- What small changes can we make at our home institutions to make
RDA adaption seem like an easily tackled intellectual hurdle (whether
or not it's a practical one)?
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